
Making DINA a reality:
First steps as seen
by the industry



Framing the exercise

Looking at literature (see next page) from:

- a Business perspective
- and even more:

• Supply Chain perspective
• Operational perspective

Validate and “take a step" towards an 
implementation project.

Or, in other words, trying to 
set the scene for kicking it off…



To Be! 
In other words "The vision " or " Desired End State"

Based on Staff Working Doc (18/9/2018) and “TNO-report” of 9/2017 
called (Digital Inland Waterway Area) and highly summarised

- Effective and Efficient Integration in Logistic Processes
- Effective and Efficient Navigation and Traffic Management
- Effective and Efficient Admin for complying with Legislation

To be added : 
- All in the context of maximal safety and security !!!
- With the aim to realise Green Deal, Modal Shift, … targets

Validation still pending.

https://transport.ec.europa.eu/system/files/2018-09/swd20180427-digital-inland-navigation.pdf
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/71f007f8-d970-11e7-a506-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/71f007f8-d970-11e7-a506-01aa75ed71a1/language-en


As is ...
…. by referring to the Platina 3 document 
“Setup for holistic digitalization strategy for IWT”

- Analyse current systems and operations and understand it
- Define “starting point” and consequently road(s) towards the desired end 

state
- Engage all relevant stakeholders of which the businesses are probably the 

key ones while at the same time creating a sense of urgency.
- Define a clear target linked to specific goals in the future and in line with the 

overall policy strategy,
- Define operational targets and measures to achieve these objectives

https://www.inlandwaterwaytransport.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022-06-25_Setup_holistic_IWT_digitalisation_strategy_FINAL.pdf




As is 

The next slides try to picture elements of the “As Is” which needs 
to be further investigated and categorized as :
- Maintain since it leads to the “must have” (or already led towards)
- Maintain since it leads to “ Nice to have “  (or already led towards)
- Eliminate 

Page 17 - 19 of P3 "Setup for holistic digitalization strategy for 
IWT" document can be used to define Must/Nice/No

https://www.inlandwaterwaytransport.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022-06-25_Setup_holistic_IWT_digitalisation_strategy_FINAL.pdf
https://www.inlandwaterwaytransport.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022-06-25_Setup_holistic_IWT_digitalisation_strategy_FINAL.pdf




Where is IWT in the overall picture …

§ Is the picture complete and correct?

§ Are we where we want to be? 



Where is IWT in the overall picture 

BTA

BTB

European Dataspaces

DTLF

DINA

RIS

Legislative Tools 
Commercial initiatives

Very much encapsulated!

So IWT can surf on a lot, 
but should not loose 
identity.



Picturing the elements

DINA 
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https://www.inlandwaterwaytransport.eu/wp-content/uploads/Digitalisering-binnenvaart-en-vaarwegen-een-zegen-of-een-last-HBR-12-05-2020.pdf
https://www.inlandwaterwaytransport.eu/wp-content/uploads/Digitalisering-binnenvaart-en-vaarwegen-een-zegen-of-een-last-HBR-12-05-2020.pdf


From “As Is”  to “To be” 

Preference to start from business processes …

…. connect this with what has been shown 
on slides here above

…. draw the “road ahead” which could 
turned in a “Gantt Chart”

…. provide proposals for actions and 
measures



Goods' flow

Goods' flow
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To be detailed out 
and very much 
finetuned!



Looking from another angle..
What is on which/whose agenda and could be of help



Next Step

1. Day of Telematics in NL and Digitalisation 
Committee of EU-IWT-Platform
- Present all this to barge owners/operators and 

ask their view, support, validation ...

2. As well as finetuning
- Pages 3,9,10,13,14
- Pages 17 & 18 of P3 document and link it with 

pages 3,9,10,13,14

3. And bring it all together to be presented in 
3/2023



n.delmeire@inlandwaterwaytransport.eu

Nik Delmeire 

European IWT Platform


